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Introduction: Brick Kiln Industry
Fire baked mud bricks are the basic building block in Indian construction industry. Dominant in
the Indo Gangetic plains, in recent years, fire baked mud bricks have emerged as construction
material of choice in areas outside this region covering the whole country from Himalayan hills
in North to deserts in West to peninsular South India. The status report on brick kiln industry
brought out by Development Alternatives together with Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation
in 2012 observes that ‘the Indian brick industry is characterized by small scale, decentralized
production units mainly situated in rural and peri-urban areas catering to entire construction
industry of the country (DA 2012). With over 200,000 units operating across the country, it
provides employment to more than 12 million unskilled workers. Thus, it is the largest
employment generator in the informal sector’.

One of the defining characteristics of the brick kiln production in India and in fact the whole
Indian subcontinent comprising South Asia has been its manual nature. This brick kiln industry
is primarily run by manual labour. The major tasks of making bricks, carriage of bricks to the
kilns, removal of baked bricks from the kiln, and firing of kiln, which are all manual processes
practiced in the kiln. Tractors and JCBs are the only machines that are beginning to be used for
mixing of mud and carriage of bricks in some places. The most labour intensive is the process of
moulding that continues to remain completely manual. (Regulating seasonal migration through
Labour Exchange, 2017). South Asia is the only region in the world where this primitive mode of
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production continues to be prevalent. In the neighbouring countries in South East Asia and
China, industry has undergone mechanization.
Another defining feature of the brick industry is its unorganized nature. There are is no definite
data on the number of brick kilns in the country. The DA report quoted above alone carries three
different estimates on the number of brick making units – 100,000 at one place, 150,000 at another
and 200,000 at another place. All India Brick & Tile Manufacturers Federation in one of its letters
to the Government dated 31st December 2007, addressed to Secretary, Ministry of Coal, pointed
out that there are 35,000 Chimney brick-kilns and about 15,000 Small Brick-kiln Operators, who
are members of this apex body of the All India Brick Manufacturers. The various figures are only
guesstimates that are quoted as there is no official census of brick making units. It also suggests
that a number of brick making units may be operating illegally. It is not as if the units do not need
state permission to operate. Different types of permissions are needed in different states -ranging
from environment clearance, license for mining of clay, registration with commercial taxes
department, and registration with revenue department for land use change. However,
compliance is variable giving rise to varying estimates. (Regulating seasonal migration through
Labour Exchange, 2017) These kilns function without license and registration exploiting the
labours associated with the brick kiln industry.
Work process in brick kilns
The brick kiln industry is a seasonal, labour intensive industry. The brick kiln season lasts from
October to June in most parts of the country. The labour starts coming in early September as kiln
owners want to secure labour early on. There are specialized categories of work which take place
in a sequence for the manufacturing process. The labour too is divided as per these categories.
The labourers are recruited in accordance to these categories. Each category of labourers are paid
differently and they belong form different states having different networking of stakeholders.
a) Paatla/Raw brick making: This is the first process, where the brick mixture is made with earth
and water and set into mould to be dried under the sun. The process of moulding and raw brick
making has different stages, and in some places each work has labourers categorized or in some
places, the family unit works together in all the processes. This is generally done in a large open
area. Each brick kiln requires lakhs of bricks and hence large numbers of Paatla workers are
engaged. The average annual product of brick production per kiln may range from two million
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to five million bricks depending upon capacity and number of rounds completed. For this, the
availability of resources that are required to make the bricks stands the most important, which
the owner of the kiln has to provide to the family units for their optimum production.

b) Bharai: After the raw bricks are sun dried they need to be shifted to the firing kiln for firing.
This kiln is located centrally at a variable distance from the Paatla area. To carry this load a
wooden hand propelled cart which can accommodate around 50-60 bricks at a time is used. The
bricks need to be stacked in the cart, taken to the kiln, stacked at the kiln and refilled again from
the Paatla area. The labourers have to go on rounds, and fill the carts and empty them. The family
unit works in this category as well, coordinating the loading and unloading of bricks.
c) Khadkan: The bricks are to be arranged in a specific style in stacked array in the kilns. This is
a specialized task and crucial to proper firing of the bricks. In this category, the women seem to
be working less as compared to the men. This is a specialized task that requires skilled labour.
d) Jalai: This process involves the firing in the kilns. The temperatures here are very high and
even a small accident can result into death due to the lack of secured working environment. This
is also a specialized task that requires skilled labour. The work of Jalai is usually done by men,
who have to fire the bricks at the right temperature for them to be completed for usage. This
category of work is highly risk taking. The labourers are provided with special shoes that can
withstand such high temperatures. The labourers have to be cautious while working , otherwise
if once they fall into the pit hole of firing, it leads to death due as the temperature is extremely
high for humans to withstand.
e) Nikasi: After cooling the fired bricks are to be removed from the kiln and transported to the
wooden hand propelled carts to be finally loaded in the trucks for supply. This category of work
is done by both men and women. The loading takes place with the availability of the trucks, which
are provided by the owners of the kilns.
While all tasks are crude to the body and physically taxing it has been observed that in almost all
cases no safety equipment is available on the site to handle an emergency.
Structure of the Paper
This paper focuses on women workers in brick kilns, their social demographic profile, role
performed by them in brick making and the special issues faced by them. It is based on the work
done by Prayas Centre for Labour Research and Action over the last decade in different states of
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the country. Following the introduction, the second section focuses on socio-economic profile of
brick kiln workers. Majority of the workers are seasonal migrants. Where do the workers come
from, which communities, what are their demographic characteristics? The next section describes
the organizational efforts amongst brick kiln workers to mobilize and organize them. The fourth
section describes the work participation by women in brick kilns, while the fifth provides
demographic details of women workers. The last section is focused on gender issues in brick
kilns.
Understanding the socio-economic profile of the brick kiln workers
Brick kilns are usually found on the outskirts of most developing towns and cities. The mode of
work for the kiln requires a resident labour force. Most brick kilns employ seasonal migrant
labour who stay at brick kiln sites for the stipulated amount of time. Movements of brick kiln
workers takes place nationally, in the form of interstate and intrastate migration. There are some
major clusters from where workers migrate to brick kilns all over the country. For example,
workers from the Bilaspur cluster in Chhattisgarh migrate to UP, Gujarat, Rajasthan and Orissa.
Similarly, workers from the western Orissa cluster migrate to the southern states of Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. (Wage Labour Atlas of Brick kiln Workers, PCLRA, 2012)
The source clusters are located in some of the poorest areas of the country where there is a lack
of livelihood opportunities. Availability of transport links is another factor that accounts for
incidence of migration being high from these clusters. The brick kiln season coincides with post
monsoon season when farm employment gets scarce in rainfed areas. The brick kiln industry
provides work for almost eight to nine months, giving financial security to the labourers.
This report is based on the work carried out by Prayas Centre for Labor Research and Action over
the last decade. The Centre works with brick kiln workers in a number of states of India in both
source and destination areas. The destination clusters where Centre is active fall in the states of
Gujarat, Rajasthan, and Telengana. The Centre also works in source areas from where workers
migrate to these clusters. The source states include Chhattisgarh, Odisha, UP, and Bihar. The map
below shows the inter-state movements of brick kiln workers in the areas where PCLRA is
working:
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Figure 1: Migration pattern of brick kiln workers in operational area of PCLRA

Source: Wage Labour Atlas of Brick kiln Workers, PCLRA, 2012)
The socio-economic data used in the report draws from three sets of household surveys from
area of operation of PCLRA. These include clusters in Gujarat and Rajasthan as destination
areas and Western Odisha as a source cluster. The table indicates the states and districts from
where the workers come and the destination areas they work in.
Table 1: State wise composition of workers
Serial Destination
No.
1

State
Rajasthan

Destination

Source State

Source Cluster

Uttar Pradesh

Chitrakoot, Banda. Kausambi. Agra,

Cluster
Ajmer

&

Bhilwara

Unnao
Rajasthan

5

Ajmer, Nagaur, Bhilwara, Pali, Sikar

Chhattisgarh

Mahasamund, Baloda Bazaar, Janjgir
Champa, Bilaspur, Raigarh

2

Gujarat

Gandhinagar
&
Ahmedabad

Bihar

Banka, Sheikhpura, Nawada

Rajasthan(

Nagaur, Jodhpur, Ajmer, Pali

West
Rajasthan)
South

Simalwara block of Dungarpur

Rajasthan
Central and

Kanshiram, Nagar, Etah, Badaun,

West Uttar

Bareilly,

Pradesh

Mathura, Hathras, Aligarh,
Farukhabad

Central Uttar

Pratapgarh, Allahabad, Raebareilly

Pradesh
Central
Chhattisgarh
Central Gujarat
East Gujarat
West Madhya

Bilaspur, Janjgir Champa, Raipur,
Korba
Ahmedabad
Dahod
Jhabua, Alirajpur

Pradesh
3

Telengana,

Districts

Andhra

around

Pradesh,

Hyderabad

Karnataka,

metropolitan

Tamil Nadu

region,

West Odisha

Balangir, Nuapada, Baragarh

Karimnagar,
Bengaluru,
Chennai

The following table gives the sample size of the household survey in different regions and the
percentage proportion of the workers from different states who migrate to these areas. The table
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indicates the percentage of labourers who migrated from the source states to Rajasthan (2017),
Gujarat (2012) and from Western Odisha (2017). In accordance to this table, most number of
labourers from Uttar Pradesh migrated to Rajasthan in the districts of Ajmer and Bhilwara. In
Gujarat, the labourers from Chhattisgarh migrated in the largest number. In Odisha, break up for
three major source districts is given.
Table 2: Sample Size and Percentage Proportion of the Migrant Labourers from Different
States and Districts
Serial

Destination

No.

State

1

2

3

N

Source State

Percentage Proportion

1042

Uttar Pradesh

39

Rajasthan

33

Chhattisgarh

18

Bihar

8

Jharkhand

<1

Madhya Pradesh

<1

Odisha

<1

Chhattisgarh

54

Rajasthan

18

Gujarat

15

Uttar Pradesh

13

Madhya Pradesh

1

Odisha (Balangir)

60

AP,

Odisha (Nuapada)

27

Karnataka,

Odisha (Bargarh)

14

Rajasthan

Gujarat

Telengana

3669

799

TN

Caste Composition of the labourers
This table indicates the caste composition of the labourers who migrate to the kilns of Rajasthan,
Gujarat and from Odisha. The labourers are primarily from the backward sections of the society
– the Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled Tribes, and most backward from amongst Other Backward
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Castes. In the destination states of Rajasthan and Gujarat, the labourers who come through
interstate and intrastate migration mostly constitute of Scheduled Castes. In case of the source
state of Odisha, from where the labourers migrate to South Indian sates, the labourers are
distributed amongst the Scheduled Tribes, Other Backward Classes and Scheduled Castes.
Table 3: Caste Composition of Workers
Destination

Source State

Scheduled

Scheduled

Other

Caste

Tribe

Backward

State

Minority

Classes
Rajasthan

Bihar, Chhattisgarh, 53
Rajasthan,

14

30

01

79

08

13

00

26

38

36

00

Uttar

Pradesh
Gujarat

Chhattisgarh,
Rajasthan,

UP,

Gujarat
Telengana,

Odisha

AP,
Karnataka,
TN
Family size:
This table indicates the family size of the labourers who migrate from the sources to destination,
indicating the number of people who migrate in the family unit. This also indicates the number
of people is left behind, belonging to age where they are young to be working in the kilns. So they
are left with the grandparents, who are old to be brought in the kilns and thus, act as the
caregivers for the young children. Otherwise, most of the labourers in the family unit migrate, as
with the more number of working hands in the family, more number of bricks can be produced.
The family size has been beneficial in calculation of income per head in the family and daily wage
rate of each worker. Thus, the entire family works together in the brick kiln industry.
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Table 4: Average family size
State

Avg. Size

Average Family size of Workers in Rajasthan

4.52

Average Family size of Workers in Gujarat

5.9

Average Family size of Workers in Odisha

4.7

Access to entitlements:
The Indian government has had in place many welfare policies and entitlements for the
vulnerable section of the society It has been found that amongst the worker families the access
has generally been low for most entitlements. The awareness about the entitlements is low and
the access to the entitlements, especially for the migrant labourers is difficult. Most of the
labourers possess their identity cards, as Government recognition. However, many labourers
forget to carry their original identity documents, which possess problems in getting accesses to
services in the destination. The identity cards are developed for the benefits of services at the
sources. But due to the process of migration, the labourers migrate to the destination and the
benefits are not received by them. If they have relatives in the sources, then the benefits are
received to them of the public services. At the kilns, the services, schemes and entitlements
provided by the Government are not accessible to the migrant in the absence of the card. This
table indicates the access to the entitlements that are drafted for the labourers, but do not reach
out to them. This table indicates the destination state of Rajasthan and the entitlements that reach
out to the labourers, in accordance to the source states. The data has been taken from the
Migration Pattern Survey 2017 in the kilns of Ajmer and Bhilwara in Rajasthan.
Table 5: Access to government entitlements and schemes
Entitlements

Overall

Bihar

Chhattisgarh

Rajasthan

Percentage of

Uttar
Pradesh

access
BPL Card

53

82

65

42

56

MNREGA card

59

45

46

63

61

Labour Construction

5

0

4

3

8

Card
9

Bhamashah ( only for

67

-

-

67

-

Insurance

7

9

0

10

6

AADHAR Card

81

64

85

80

83

Bank Account

62

27

50

63

70

Ration Card

55

73

73

53

50

Voter ID

86

73

88

85

89

Rajasthan)

All numbers in percentage, N=213
Types of Assets and ownership of assets
The ownership of household assets and other productive assets is shown in the table. As can be
seen, this is very low. Cycles are owned by the labourers to a certain extent. A small percentage
of workers own motorcycles as well. They are mostly the labour contractors. It is observed that
there are certain section of labourers who play the dual role of being labourers and contractors.
They work in the kilns and also fall in the network of interacting with the owners and bringing
labourers through the system of advance. They tend to have some asset ownership. TVs are also
owned by a small percentage of workers. The assets such as the diesel pump and electric water
motor which are primarily needed for the purpose of agriculture in the fields are not owned by
the labourers. this is because agriculture, although practiced by the labourers, is in the form of
agricultural labourers. Most of them remain landless labourers or have small unit of land fpr
which the dependency is on the natural showers and not on pumps in the fields. However, most
of the workers do not have accessibility with these assets, as they do not stay in the sources for
the maintenance of the assets and they do not have financial security for purchasing these
products.
Table 6: Types of assets and ownership of assets
Serial no.

Type of Assets

Rajasthan

Gujarat

Odisha

1

Motor Cycle

30

08

07

2

Cycle

38

39

81

3

Fan

38

24

20

4

Diesel Pump

05

02

0.3

10

5

Electric Motor

04

02

0.3

6

Almirah/Cupboard

04

05

17

7

T.V

30

12

26

Landholdings
This table indicates the landholdings of the brick kiln workers. Nearly all brick kiln workers are
either landless or marginal farmers. The survey shows that around half the workers are landless
in case of Gujarat and Rajasthan. The figure is lower for Odisha that may be explained by the
higher proportion of tribal workers in Odisha. For workers who own land, most of it is dry single
cropped land. The incidence of irrigation is negligible for Gujarat and Odisha and slightly higher
for Rajasthan at 27 percent.
Table 7: Land ownership
Ownership of Land

Rajasthan Gujarat Odisha

Workers with land ownership

50

53

72

Irrigated land ownership

27

6

4
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Mobilising and organizing brick kiln workers:
Struggles undertaken by Labour Collectives
Brick kiln workers remain mostly unorganized across major parts of the country. It is only in the
North West province of Punjab and areas adjacent to Punjab in Rajasthan and Haryana where
trade unions are active amongst brick kiln workers. These trade unions mostly belong to major
federations. Elsewhere civil society agencies have been active mostly on human rights issues like
bondage and violence at brick kilns.

CLRA has worked with Unions that have undertaken organizational work with seasonal migrant
workers across a number of sectors and migration streams. These include agriculture, brick kilns,
construction, and cotton ginning. The efforts have received best response from brick kiln workers.
This has also led to the organizing work with brick kiln workers spreading across a number of
states that include Gujarat, Rajasthan, Telengana as destination states and Rajasthan, UP and
Chhattisgarh as source states.
The peak of organizing happens when the workers organize to stop work and force the employers
to negotiate. In brick kilns, this has been possible in all the destination states. Everywhere it has
been possible to organize workers who have stopped work and forced employers to negotiate
and gain significant wage hikes. Unions have evolved a particular strategy after years of field
struggles that has given good results.
Brick kiln season starts after the monsoons in the months of October – November. Brick moulders
are the first category of workers to arrive. After they have produced a sufficient number of bricks,
the carriers are called to transport the bricks to the kiln and finally the firing workers to set fire to
the kiln. It may take up to a month before the firing starts after brick moulding has begun. Once
the firing has started, the production has to be continuous. There can not be a gap as that would
lead to fire being extinguished and cause a huge loss to the producer.
The strategy comprises of stopping work in the middle of the season and asking the employer to
declare the wage rate for the season. In brick kiln industry, as in many other seasonal industries,
the wage fixation for the season followed a particular system. The workers start working at the
rate of the last season. The employers decide the wage rate for the current season towards the end
of the season. In brick kilns of Gujarat when the Union started working in the 2007-08, there was
a tradition of Rajasthani workers stopping work in the middle of the season, around Sankranti in
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January, and asking the employers to declare the wage rate. The Union built up on this tradition.
It sought to enlarge the scope of the action by including workers from other states also. In the
year 2009, the Union secured a 25 percent wage hike. In 2010, Union organized a big strike. This
however failed as the employers refused to negotiate. They instead close to starve out the workers
who were dependent on the employers for food expenses, the wages being settled only at the end
of the season. Learning a lesson from this, the Union reduced the period of strike and threatened
the employers with mass desertion from brick kilns under the Bonded Labour Act. This worked
wonders and Union was able to gain significant wage hikes for workers in central Gujarat regions
during the three years 2011 to 2014. The model was replicated in Rajasthan where there were
similar struggles undertaken in Bhilwara and Ajmer struggles. All the struggles resulted in wage
hikes and collective wage agreements.
After the initial flush of success, there have been difficulties. The employers responded by
changing the workers who were leading the wage struggle. As narrated before, in Gujarat the
struggles were led by Rajasthan workers. Over a period of time, the employers were able to
replace Rajasthani workers with workers from other states. This happened in Rajasthan as well.
The local workers who led the struggle were replaced by interstate migrant workers. The wage
struggles have also been dampened by the recession in brick kiln industry. Brick as a building
material is getting replaced by other materials like RCC in high rise building and new
developments in cities. The price of brick in the marker has stagnated for last five years. In such
a scenario it has become difficult to press for wage hikes.
However there have been localised struggles even in this period. Drivers in Kakosi cluster went
on strike in the year 2015. Firemen in central Gujarat undertook successful wage struggles in
2016 and 2017. Chhattisgarh brick moulder undertook a successful strike in the year 2017 in
Ajmer.
The Union is now trying to intervene at the supply end. It is looking at the feasibility of
collectivising the supply of workers by setting up a Wage Labour Exchange. As of now
individual contractors negotiate agreement with the employers pushing down the wage rates in
order to secure contracts. It is thought that if the workers are able to have direct contact with the
employers, then the contractor commissions could be added to the wages. The proposed
Exchange would serve such a function. The concept also derives from the successful Matrhadi
Board model in Maharashtra.
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The Role of Women Workers in the Labour Process
Women are present in large number in brick kilns. As discussed before, workers migrate with
their families to brick kilns including the women and children. Except for jalai/ firing of kiln, all
other work is performed as family labor. Women and adolescent girls participate in the labor
process while also doing household tasks of cooking and caring for young.

Sex (male/female) composition:
The sex composition of the men and women in the brick kilns of Rajasthan, Gujarat and source
areas of Odisha are shown in the table below showing the very high proportion of women
workers almost at par with men. In most categories of work, there is family migration in the kilns
where the men and women work equally in the kilns. There are few categories of work which are
specialized for men in the kilns.
Table 8: Sex composition of workers at kiln
State

Sex Ration

Rajasthan

884

Gujarat

843

Odisha

969

One set of figures collected in Gujarat shows that the proportion of women workers in brick kilns
was more than one third and spread across all categories of work. The estimates of women on the
basis of workers interviews in relation to the survey in Gujarat, substantiate what has been
referred to above. One of the reasons for high incidence of women is the fact that a large number
of migrant reach here with entire family. Only about fourteen percent respondents reported that
they have come alone which is in reference to the work which are of particular skill based. Eighty
percent of the respondents reported in response to a specific question that they work in brick
kilns as a family.
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Table 9: Presence of women in the kilns in the category of work in Gujarat
Work

Total Workers

Women

% of women

Place of Origin

Paatla

630 (60.23)

243

38.6

Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan,
UP, Gujarat

Bharaiya

104 (9.94)

44

42.3

Rajasthan, Gujarat

Jalaiya

18 (1.72)

3

16.7

UP

Nikasi

84(8.03)

42

50

Rajasthan

Khadkan

58 (5.54)

29

50

Rajasthan

Total

1046

361

34.5

Role and energy expenditure of women brick kiln workers
An ergonomics study carried out in a brick kiln in Rajasthan calculated time requirement and
energy expenditure for different operations in brick making including the role and energy
expenditure of women, in different categories of work in a brick kiln. The tables for two categories
of work – brick moulding/ paatla and nikasi are given below.

From the table for moulding work, it is observed that to mould 1 brick in terms of exact work
time it requires 0.94 mins, (say 1 min 34 sec); while that in terms of 24 hours, to mould 1 brick it
requires 2.61 mins, (say 3 mins) by the women indicating the hard work that women are
indulging into in the brick kilns.
Within 24 hours duration, female workers spend about 5 hours for brick moulding, 45 minutes
for stacking the raw bricks, 2 hours for other brick making related activities, 8 hours and 10
minutes for other house-hold work and 8 hours for sleep. (Ergonomics Study in a brick kiln, 2014).
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Table

10:

Human

cost

per

brick

for

moulding

operation

for

women

For female nikashi worker, it was observed that the mean working heart rate 143 b.min-1 (max
HR 167 b.min-1) during work and 93 b.min-1 during pause time. From physiological study, a
prediction equation was developed between the oxygen consumption & heart rate
(O2 consumption (l.min-1) = 16.29 x HR - 1325.3.
The energy expenditure was then calculated by multiplying the O2 con (l.min-1) multiplied by 5
kcal (1 lit of Oxygen = 5 kcal of energy). We consider the sleeping heart rate as 70 b.min-1 and
other house hold work heart rate 100 b.min-1. The whole day energy expenditure as calculated
for the female nikashi worker was 2768 kcal. Considering the average working heart rate of 143
b.min-1 determined through working in the kilns, we can say that nikashi activity for females falls
physiologically under high work load as per Varghese (1989). The physiological stress for female
16

is higher than men in the kilns. (Ergonomics Study in a Brick Kiln: A report on Time requirement and
Energy Expenditure for different operations in brick making, 2014)
Table 11: Energy Expenditure of Female Nikasi Workers

Demographic profile of women workers
This section looks at the demographic profile of women workers at the brick kilns. What age
groups they come from, literacy rates of women, and the family toles that they come in.

Age profile:
The table below provides age break up of women workers in Gujarat and from Odisha. It helps
infer that the majority of the population is between the age group of 19-50 years, as this is the age
in which they work in the brick kiln industry. This is natural as brick kiln work involves hard
manual labour that can be performed only by the young. With the increase in age, the work in
this industry becomes difficult due to the drudgery related to this work. Through the ages, it can
be observed that there are instances of child labour in this sector. Due to the pattern of family
migration, the labourers migrate with their children who dropout from the schools in their
17

sources. They, after a certain age, start helping their parents in the kilns which indicates child
labour.

Table 12: Age profile of families at brick kilns
State

Age in completed

Proportional percentage

years
Rajasthan

Odisha ( Source State)

1. 0-6

22

2. 7-14

16

3. 15-50

58

4. Above 50

<1

0 to 4

7.6

5 to 14

22.6

15 to 18

11.9

19 to 39

31.5

40 to 59

22.7

60 and above

3.8

Literacy Rate:
The literacy rate figures are separately available only for Rajasthan. The overall literacy rate across
the families was found to be 35 percent and the female literacy rate was lower than the average
at 24 percent. The male literacy rate was 44 percent. Literacy was defined as independent reading
and writing skills for members above 7 years of age. The women do not get choices, and more
than education they are made to incline towards household chores. The literacy rates of both men
and women are low in this sector, as at an young age they start working in the kilns. Most of them
either do not get access to formal education or become dropouts due to family problems, leading
to low literacy rate.
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Table 13: Literacy rate
Literacy Rate
1. Male

44%

2. Female

24%

3. Overall literacy rate

35%

Family position of women workers:
The brick kiln migration is family migration. Women come in not only as wives of male heads of
family but also in other family roles like sister and daughter. The chart below for brick kiln
workers in Telengana shows break up of women workers in terms of their relationship with the
male head of household. It is found that majority of females are wives and daughters and
followed by sisters and daughter in laws. The women in their different roles have to also play the
role of the brick kiln workers. With the Forty- two women are noted as head of the family. These
women either single women are noted as head of the families since not accompanied by men
(husband) at the work place, or either single women. This indicates that they work all by
themselves and also look after the household chores, explaining the role of women doing
multifaceted work in the kilns.
Chart: Family roles of women workers in brick kilns
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The Gender Specific Issues in Kilns
Women constitute a significant proportion of workers in brick kilns. However they face special
difficulties that are described below

Unpaid labour: Women labourers in brick kiln industry migrate with their families from different
states in the country. The pattern of migration in the brick kilns is family migration, where the
family including the husband and wife, work in unison to produce the bricks. The men and
women in the brick kiln industry work equally in the fields, moulding the bricks. The drudgery
in the fields of brick kilns is equal for both men and women. The women have to indulge in
domestic labour along with the work in the kilns. For them, the drudgery is more as compared to
the men, in terms of labour. However, the payments are not made separately for men and women.
There is a single account and the male head of the family receives it. Thus, there is no recognition
of women as workers. Their name does not show up in records anywhere.
Reproductive health: The brick kilns are not provided with the facilities of health centres. The
women who are working in the kilns are mostly suffering from malnutrition. They are anaemic
and without the access of healthy nutrition, they remain weak. They do not receive adequate
nutritional supplements in order to being decent health conditions. In terms of reproductive
health, the facilities that are provided by the Government are not accessible to them. The brick
kilns are located far away from the villages, where the Public Health Centres are located. The
outreach of these PHCs to the brick kilns is provided only in rare occasions. The micro-plan of
health outreach services might include the occasional visits by ANM, ASHA worker, MPW,
Anganwadi Sevikas and Mamta Divas. The health workers have paid their visits for polio and
vaccination of the children. The women mostly access the private doctors who either come to visit
the kilns or are located in the nearby vicinity. They pay an amount to these doctors, which could
have otherwise taken place at free of cost. The facilities that are given to pregnant women only
are accessible when they go to the centres or Government hospitals. The vaccination in case of a
migrant worker is given like the indigenous workers in the centres for free of cost. But the rest of
the facilities, are not provided without identity proof. The ASHA workers or the Anganwadi
Sevikas do not come to provide the basic services, causing severe health problems to go untreated.
The women, on their end month of pregnancy are seen to be working in the fields as the unit of
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family together can produce adequate number of bricks for the basic payment. They do not take
care of their health and are unaware of the services being provided, because of which the
situations worsened. This affects them and their children through- out their life. Despite of the
provisions, nutrition and health of women labourers are neglected, causing severe illness.

Case Study:
Ganga Bavri is a young woman ageing 33years old who belong to the village named Mandal
of block Degana, Nagaur District, Rajasthan. She along with her family had migrated to
Ahmedabad in Gujarat to work in the brick kilns. It has been four years since they migrated
from Rajasthan to Gujarat. Ganga used to work with her husband, Kadu Thakur. Two of
Ganga’s children had died just few days after their delivery. Her son died within 5 days of his
birth and her daughter died on the 12th day of her birth. They had tried to treat her by taking
her to the hospital but could not save her life. For her treatment, the family of Ganga took
money from their relatives but she died on the way to the hospital. When she was a lactating
mother to a six months child, she was unable to breastfeed as she could not produce enough
breast milk due to the lack of nutritious dietary intake during her pregnancy. After the birth
of one of children, she and her child did not receive any benefits from Anganwadi and the
provisions of ICDS for pregnant and lactating mothers did not reach out to her while working
in the kilns.

Sexual harassment: Women are prone to being sexually harassed at workplaces in informal
sectors, where no social security is provided to them. In case of the kilns, family migration takes
place, where the women are migrating with their husbands. Domestic violence takes place at the
kilns, where the men abuse their wives. The women are vulnerable and prone to getting sexually
harassed by the people who consider them to be at a higher position than the labourers in the
kilns. The sexual harassment cases do not always come to light because of the vulnerable situation
of the workers. However, in spite of this, PCLRA has received a number of cases that
demonstrates that this is a serious issue. The situation is worst in Odisha where the work
conditions are worst.
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Case Study:
This case focuses on a case of kidnapping in the kiln located at Bonthapally village in Sanga
Reddy district in Telengana in the year 2018. The girl named, Sushanti, 16 years of age,
migrated to this kiln with her family. This was during the stay in the kiln, when she went to
fetch drinking water for household. The driver in the kiln, named Umesh, followed her and
then kept a cloth on her nose and made her unconscious. She was kidnapped and taken to a
house in the village, and kept for 3 days. She was sexually assaulted and raped by the driver
in the house. She was being transferred by Umesh and two other men, and in that process they
tried were noticed by the supervisor of the kiln. The supervisor informed the owner of the kiln,
and through this complaint, the life of the girl was saved. The traumatic conditions that the girl
had to face during the time of her kidnapping were horrifying, as she was given in charge to
two women who had forcefully stopped her in the house. They had threatened to kill her if she
would shout for help in the house. She had mentioned about the constant pestering of the
driver, which she had to face in the kiln. She, after being rescued wanted to go back to her
source in Orissa with family. When asked to file a complaint and register the case, they still
insisted on returning to Orissa and not taking legal actions.

Alcoholism: Alcohol consumption is one of the major problems that are persisting in the brick
kilns. The system of advance is mostly followed in the brick kilns, where an amount is provided
prior to the beginning if the working season in the kilns. The labourers take this advance,
colloquially called Peshgi that makes them bonded to the owners of the kilns. Throughout their
working season, they get money for basic necessities, called Kharchi, which suffices their basic
needs of fooding, health and clothing. This industry follows male dominated attributes, making
the presence and importance of women negligible. The money for the basic necessities are not
given to the women. The men, usually take this money and spent a large part of it on alcohol
consumption, denying all the other responsibilities of maintaining household. The women take
incharge of the domestic chores and care giving for their children. With money spent on alcohol,
the economic difficulties enhance in the conditions of prevailing poverty among the brick kiln
workers. Also, the consumption of alcohol leads to several problems of increasing fights among
the kiln workers, enhancement of domestic violence and increment of health issues. The workers
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have drudgery by toiling in the fields for more than 14 hours a day, which the men mostly combat
by consuming alcohol. The habit of alcoholism is also among women in the kilns.

Case Study:
This case study talks about the family who had migrated from Chhattisgarh to the brick kiln
of Rajasthan in 2017. They were a family consisting of 3 brick kiln labourers, the mother, sister
and son-in-law. Three of the members had the habit of alcohol consumption, due to which
they were unable to make bricks. The problems were emerging among the spouses, as there
was association of the wife with another worker. This intrigued domestic violence in the
household. The three labourers in the family had consumed alcohol, leading to increasing of
debts. They demanded money for Kharchi, but the caretaker of the brick kiln refused as they
had not moulded enough bricks, making it appropriate for the payment. Unable to get
enough money, the son-in-law eloped from the brick kiln. The mother and sister, soon after
the elopement, wanted to leave the kiln as they were unable to do the process of moulding all
by themselves. The money that they made was used in the consumption of alcohol, which in
turn made them ill and incapable of earning money. They continued working but wanted to
leave for their home in Chhattisgarh.

Laws related to the women in the brick kilns
There are laws that have been drafted for the women particularly in the context of workplace. In
the informal sector, where the exploitation of labour takes place is very high, women have to face
issues at every stage. In the brick kiln industry, in which the pattern of family migration takes
place, the violation of the laws takes place. Regulation of the labour laws does not take place in
the kilns, where the bonded labour system is prevailing. The laws that have been drafted for
women in relation to the workplace,


Equal Remuneration Act, 1976: This Act was drafted for the prevention of unequal
payment of remuneration for men and women. This Act ensures that the citizens, both
men and women have the right to choose their adequate means of livelihood. There
should be equal pay for both men and women, with no discrimination on the basis of
caste, race and gender. According to this Act, it is duty of the employer to recruit the same
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work to the men and women. The training, promotions and transfers should be equally
given to all the employees, not on the basis of gender.


Maternity Benefit Act, 1861: This Act is to provide the dignity to motherhood by giving
healthy care to women and her child when they are unable to get appropriate health
conditions. In this Act, 84 days of leave with payment is guaranteed before and after the
delivery, with a medical bonus of Rs. 1,000. Ten week prior to the delivery date, the
woman has the right to ask her employer to provide her with light work. The pregnant
woman should inform 7 weeks before the delivery date regarding the leave period. This
Act is not only for the women who have regular employment, but also for the women
who have been employed on a casual basis and are working as daily wage labourers.



Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal
Act), 2013: This Act focuses on that no woman shall be subjected to sexual harassment at
workplace. The following circumstances may relate this act with any behaviour of sexual
harassment:
-

Implied or explicit promise of preferential treatment in her employment,

-

Implied or explicit threat of detrimental treatment in her employment,

-

Implied or explicit threat about her present or future employment status,

-

Interference with her work or creating an intimidating or offensive or hostile work
environment for her

-

Humiliating treatment likely to affect her health or safety

There has to be a committee in every workplace in which there will be participation of the
women, in accordance to the guidelines, referred to as Internal Complaints Committee
(ICC) in the company. In case this committee has not been formed due to having less than
10 workers, then the Local Complaints Committee should be set up. The employer has to
provide safe working spaces and organize workshops, trainings and awareness
programmes at regular intervals with the provisions of this Act and orientation
programmes should be organized for the members of the Internal Committee. Assistance
and support should be given to the women employee in order to file a complaint.

With these Acts drafted for the women in the workplace, but in the brick kiln industry these get
violated at the regular basis. The women, at the ninth month of their pregnancy work in the kilns
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with no provisions of Maternity Benefit Act given to them. They are unrecognized in terms of
wages, in which the women work equally as the men the kiln site but they are not given the
wages. The wages are handed over to men and all the financial recordings and documents are in
their hands. The women do not possess the basic information of the rate of wages and the details
of the contractors who have recruited them. They work at the same pace with the men in the kilns
but have no recognition of labour. The violation of women takes place in the kilns, making the
kilns an unsafe zone as a workplace.
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